DECORATING
IN YOUR SCHOOL

FREE
GUIDE
EASY IDEAS FOR
ON-SITE PROM
DECORATING

GOSSAMER
If you’re relocating Prom to your school gym or cafeteria, gossamer will be your best friend.
It’s perfect for covering large areas, like rows of bleachers or long walls.

AMAZING WAYS TO USE GOSSAMER:
★ Bunch it on the floor to create a walkway
★ Put it over colored paper or fabric on tables
★ Swoop it and drape it on ceilings for an elegant effect
★ Use it as a fabric backdrop for photos

SAMPLE

PROGRAM
Try Before You Buy.
Visit andersons.com/samples for details

MOOD LIGHTING
Whether you’re going dramatic and elegant or fun and
vibrant, the right lighting will make a big
difference in your event space. Use it from ceiling to
floor to set the perfect mood for your Prom.

AMAZING WAYS TO USE LIGHTING:
★ Hang strands of mini lights from the ceiling to 		
create an elegant light curtain.
★ Use lights under fabric to add interest & drama.
★ Wrap light strings around columns to brighten
up the space.
★ Create special effects on the dance floor.

SAME DAY SHIPPING
When you order by 1:00pm, EST

PARTY BALLOONS

Never underestimate the power of balloons. They may be
small in size, but they pack a big punch when it comes to
decorating for Prom. They’re perfect for filling spaces and
adding fun pops of color.

AMAZING WAYS TO USE BALLOONS:
★ Add weights and use balloons as table
centerpieces.
★ Tie balloons to the backs of chairs.
★ Create balloon bouquets and use them to fill 		
empty corners.
★ Have a balloon drop at the end of the night.

need more I D E A S ?

Contact us @ andersons.com

3D

SELFIE
STATION

BIG BACKDROPS

Backdrops are quick and easy decorations that really make
an impact in any space. If you don’t have room for large
structures, consider using a backdrop to achieve
the effect you want.

AMAZING WAYS TO USE BACKDROPS:

STANDS
16 FEET
TALL

★ Set up a selfie station with fun backdrops don’t forget to include photo props!
★ Create memorable looks for Grand March photos.
★ Cover large areas, like walls or bleachers.
★ Hang backdrops from the ceiling for a cool effect.

BuyPAY
Now!
LATER!

TABLE TALK

Use Prom decorations in fun and unique ways to
transform ordinary tables into works of art that
match your Prom theme.

AMAZING WAYS TO DECORATE TABLES:
★ Choose your favorite fabric and drape it over to
create easy table covers.
★ Add mini lights for dramatic effect.
★ Line table edges with cracked ice or corrugated.
★ Use table runners to add elegance.
★ Add centerpieces that match your theme.

the
Don’t forget Complete the look with
chairs! chair covers and sashes!

CENTERPIECES
Think of centerpieces as “bling” for your Prom
tables. They’re easy ways to accessorize and add the
perfect finishing touches.

AMAZING CENTERPIECE IDEAS:
★ Turn glassware into candles by adding
battery-operated tea lights.
★ Choose custom centerpieces and add your 		
theme name or Prom date.
★ Wire centerpieces are easy to reuse for other 		
events. Jazz them up with fabric or lights.
★ Accent centerpieces with gemstones, flower 		
petals, mini lights, or glow necklaces.

GO GRA ND

Whether you’re decorating for Grand March or the
main event, having an eye-catching focal point is key to
creating the perfect, memory-making look.

AMAZING FOCAL POINT IDEAS:
★ Arches - ideal for grand entrances!
★ Fountains - add ambiance and elegance!
★ Gazebos - the perfect touches of romance!
★ Backdrops - set the scene!
★ Trees - majestic and memorable!
★ Columns - gorgeous and grand!

want more T H E M E S ?
andersons.com

EYE-CATCHING DECOR
The right decor makes all the difference. Dress up your
space from top to bottom in decor designed to dazzle!

AMAZING DECOR IDEAS:
★ Use fancy fabric to transform a ceiling from
so-so to spectacular!
★ Use patterned background paper or
polyvinyl to turn a floor into a majestic
ballroom, sandy beach, forest undergrowth,
or grassy garden!
★ Go bling or go home! Sparkle up your
ceiling with a majestic chandelier!

BuyPAY
Now!
LATER!

